World

Small Israeli settlements mount - Israeli Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon has submitted a plan to settle two million Jews in a "security belt" in the occupied West Bank over the next twenty years. Sharon further hinted that these settlements would be on sparsely-populated land and would hopefully draw new immigration to Israel. Internal arguments in occupied territories Syria has called for an Arab campaign for the ouster of Israel from the United Nations, which Egypt has firmly rejected as it demurs the "impossible" to accomplish.

Nation

Nixon interview - Former President Richard Nixon admitted that "there wouldn't have been a Watergate if John Mitchell hadn't been prepared with his wife Martha's emotional problems." Nixon concluded this in his final interview with David Frost. "I have a feeling that he ordered the fall of his fall's crop. "Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall felt the ruling was unfair with "the city," available in the US, but New England insurers say they would cover cheaper Maine labor to avoid losses.

Local

Concorde in Boston — The Concorde supersonic transport (SSST) may be given rights to land at Boston's Logan Airport in a move by the Cater Administration, which would also expand these rights to non-commercial flights. The Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) David Davis says Massport will fight efforts to land in Logan airport. This is because of the SST's controversially high noise levels.

Teachers' strike averted — The Boston Teachers' Union is ready to live with the substantial offer by the Boston School Committee after a week of negotiated negotiations caused by Blue Cross court cases which were resolved today.

Sports

MIT Open Tennis - 1979 Champion Maxon Grantes and Argentine Guillermo Vilas advanced to the final sixteen at the US Open Tennis Championships at Forest Hill, NY yesterday. They were playing a "bit "at home" in Cambridge, it seems familiar with the city. These areas, especially alone at night, might be a good idea to avoid "home" in Cambridge, it seems familiar with the city. These areas, especially alone at night, might be a good idea to avoid. Confident Artists

People who introduce themselves on the street and offer you deals that sound too good to be true are "usually "a con artist. People who manage to talk to you and "usually" get you to "talk" twice as fast, once as you receive it and once as they receive it, are "usually "a con artist.

Dangerous Areas

There are certain areas within walking distance of MIT which ought to be avoided by new-comers, at least until they become familiar with the city. These areas have high rates of reported violent crime (robberies, assaults, etc.). Don't let the city. This is particularly true of low-income housing projects and the side streets off the Central Square district. At least until you have become a "bit "at home" in Cambridge, it might be a good idea to avoid these areas, especially alone at night.

Intruders

People who materialize in private areas (dorm rooms, offices, labs, etc.) without good cause are a recurring problem. People who materialize in dorm rooms, offices, labs, etc. may assume their presence is normal and may be a source of victimization. Consistent awareness and reasonable caution will get you a long way towards keeping you safe in your tenure here at MIT.

Frosh to pick dorms 'tommorrow

(Continued from page 1)

assigned to the same house but will probably have to move within the house usually not more than once. Last year, the number of people in this list each day from Tuesday to Thursday, and 20 on Sunday. Should you be afraid of "individuals who are "afraid of being picked "at random," take a look at the cards indicating this. It is also permitted to attach a "note saying, "I treated me as crowded for my first choice, but for all other choices, "at home."
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There is no question that the city .."at home" in Cambridge, it might be a good idea to avoid these areas, especially alone at night.
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